
The responsibility for the sound conduct of the Nation's finances ic a

very grave one. Since the earliest dayo of our history, this responsibility

has been placed with the Secretary of the Treasury. But the problems in-

volved are not the problems of the Treasury alone. They are not th^ problems

of the Congress alone. They are the problems of every citizen of the Nation.

Here is the situation with which we are now confronted. T/?e h^ve today

a. public debt amounting to ovnr &250 billion. Not lone- ago we were worrying

:Vbout a debt which might reach $50 billion. Fe did not know hov the country

would be able to stand such a debt. We did not. know how it would affect

the solvency of the Government. V.'e did not know hov it could be managed

without disrupting the financial life of the Nation.

But our public debt todny is nsore than five times that figure. It is

the most important single factor in N T flMMlfcX structure. It represents

one-half of all the debt obligations in tkfl country. Mortgages, State and

municipal securities, corporate bonds, other private obligations — 'ill of

them added together only equal the suia total of the present d^bt of the

Government.

Life Insurance companier: now own over $13 billion of Federal Government

securities — about one-fifth of their total assets. Mutual savings banks

own $11 billion — about one-half of their total assets. Nonfinancial

corporation^ own $20 billion, or neerly IS percent of their current asaetc.

Individuals own $67 billion of Federal securities of all kinds — representing

approximately one-third of their total liquid assets of more than $200 billion.

Commercial banks hold more than $6l billion -- representing approximately

one-half of their earning issetB.

WORKING DOCUMENT ON TREASURY POSITION IN CURRENT EMERGENCY
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Before World War II, the situation was entirely different. Financial

institutions and business concerns had much more of their invested funds in

private obligations. Only a very smr-11 proportion of our individual citizens

vere owners of the securities of their Government.

As a result of World War II financing, the public debt became the pre-

dominant factor in the financial life of the Nation. The size, the importance,

and the vide distribution of the debt are new facts to all of us. They create

n?w problems. They place tremendous new responsibilities on the Secretary of

the Treasury who is charged by law with the sound management of the Nation's

finances, 'nd under present conditions of international crisis and rising

inflationary pressures, both the problems and the responsibilities are enor-

mously increased.

Throughout the postwar period, the public debt remained the Einglf most

important influence in the financial life of the Nation. But it has not been

a disruptive factor. The problems involved in managing a public debt of over

$250 billion ore unprecedented. (But they have been successfully solved.)

Dnring the postwar period, the debt hes been raeneged in such a way as to ease

the problems of reconversion and promote our return to peacetime business at

the highest level of production and employment in history.

How was this accomplished? It was accomplished by means of maintaining

stability in the market for Federal Government securities and by spreading

the debt as widely as possible among the people of the Nation — at the same

tirae that bank holdings of Federal securities were being reduced.

The Treasury has been eminently successful in achieving these objectives.

There has been no more dynamic period in our entire Industrie! history than

the past five years. There has been no similar period in which such a large

volume of long-range programs for increasing productive capacity and for
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modernizing existing plant and operations vere put into effect. Stability

in the financial markets was essential to these programs. But the maintenance

of stability did not require absolute inflexibility in interest rates. As

the economy itself began to function smoothly at a new high level of activity

<md trade, acre flexibility in the Treasury debt management rrograra was

achieved by allowing short-tern interest rates to increase gradually. More-

over, there have been times during the postwar period when keeping the market

stable has meant strong actions to keep prices from going too high. The

Federal Reserve System has had to sell Government securities and the Treasury

has sold issues held by the trust accounts to keep prices down. Federnl

securities vere in great demand. 1*sy were considered very attractive. With

the outbreak of the crisi™ in Korea, however, the considerations calling for

a high degree of stability in the Government security market once more became

all important.

Likewise, the Treasury achieved great success in its program for incree.s-

inp the proportion of Federal securities in the hands of nonbank investors snd

reducing bank holdings of Government obligations. In the last htlf of 19*50,

the holdings of nonbank owners reached a new postwar peak, while bank holdings,

correspondingly, fell to e new low for the postwar period, This shift in owner-

ship is of the greatest significance at the present time, since it act- directly

on the money supply by reducing the inflationary potential cf bank assets.

The Treasury's success in achieving these important objectives of debt

management —• s stable and orderly market situation, a. wide distribution of

securities among nonbank owners — could not have been realized if our people

had not had full confidence in the ability of the Government to manage the

debt without disturbance to the economy. It could not have been realized if

the- citizens of the Nation had not had full confidence in Government securi-

ties. But they did have confidence — a confidence based on performance.
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Today, with the enormously Increased financial requirements of the defense

program before us, it is more important than ever before that people hold on

to the Government securities which they now own. It is more important than

ever before that they add to these holdings as their funds permit them to do

so.

One of the obvious things that has to be done if we want people to hold

on to an investment already made ie to stabilize the price. During the

present emergency, we must eliminate the fear that the owner or prospective

buyer of an obligation of the Government 1B going to be penalized immediately

by having the market price of his Investment drop. Kobody who has any

choice vant3 to hold on to a commodity that is going down — that is being

priced lower all the time. (It doesn't take a financial expert to figure

that out.) It ie part of ordinary, everyday experience.

Let us make no mistake about it -- forcing up the interest rates on

Federal Government securities means forcing down the price. It means

slicing off a part of the Investment which every owner of a marketable

security has made in the obligations of the Government. It means that

owners of demand obligations, such as savings bonds, may decide it Is

prudent to cash in their bonds — to get their money out. There is little

inducement to hold a fixed income obligation, such aa savings bonds, when

the owners of other Government securities are getting increasingly higher

returns.

Lot me emphasize that word — increasingly. It is the trend that matters.

A given interest rate is unattractive — it will cause investors to shy away —

if the price trend of the market ia down. The same rate can appear attractive

If investors believe that next week, or next month, it won't be very different.
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A bond market that ia undergoing a major decline — that is being subjected

to rumors and forecasts of further declines — cannot be • confident market.

There will be many sellers. There will be a lot of people on the aide lines.

But who will want to buy?

Let me repeat again — nobody wants a commodity that is going down

in price. It is imperative that we keep the securities of the Federal

Government attractive to owners and purchasers. It is imperative, there-

fore, that we keep the prices of these securities 3table. We must avoid

every action which holds the risk of starting a rumor, a belief, or a fear

that investment in Federal securities is not a good investment -- now or in

the future.

These considerations are urgent at all times. With a Federal debt of

over $250 billion, interwoven throughout the financial fabric of the Nation,

there is no period when we can afford to raise doubts as to the wisdom or

prudence of an investment in Federal Government securities. Under presnnt

circumstances, however, when the money must be forthcoming for a greatly

enlarged defense program, the considerations calling for a stable and confident

situation throughout the whole broad structure of the public debt are

magnified many times.

Because of the uncertainties of the international situation, we cannot

foresee the full extent of the financial demands which may be made upon the

Government. We know only that they will be very large. The Congress has

already acted to increase the revenues of the Government. Further measures

for a greatly enlarged revenue program are now being deliberated. But our

military spending i3 already rising at a rate which will result in a budget

deficit of several billion dollars by the last quarter of this fiscal year.
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To the extent that additional revenue is not at band to cover all of the

Government^ needs, we shall have to borrow. We shall have to increase our

already large public debt.

Under any circumstances which we can foresee, there appears to be no

possibility for some time to come of reducing the outstanding debt of the

Government. Thia means that maturing obligations which come due must be

refunded. Every holder of a maturing issue -- like every holder of a demand

obligation, such a6 savings bonds -- may, of course, obtain cash for his

securities if he so desires. But the money to pay him will, in turn, have

to be borrowed from someone else. During the remainder of this calendar

year, for example, over $50 billion of marketable securities alone must be

refunded. This in itself is a tremendous financing operation. It is as

much as all the private refunding in this country in the past 25 years.

The Government needs every dollar of nonbank money represented by these

securities. It needs a full 100 percent reinvestment, and where possible,

more than 100 percent. But this it cannot achieve without full confidence

of the holders of the maturing obligations and of investors generally in the

desirability and the wisdom of continuing their investment in securities

of the Government.

These are considerations of such weight that they cannot be overemphasised.

Questions and doubts as to the wisdom of investing in securities of the

Government would lead to conditions of financial chaos. If these questions

and doubts persisted to the point where important numbers of Federal security

owners attempted to liquidate their holdings, irreparable harm would be done

to the entire financial structure of the Nation.
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The course which the Federal Reserve has been pursuing during the

present period of international crisis involves precisely this risk. The

Federal Reserve ha3 carried on a policy which has resulted in lowering sub-

stantially the prices of outstanding issues of Government securities. The

stated purpose of this program is to check credit expansion by reducing

incentives to sell Federal securities and by increasing incentives to hold

on to them or to buy new ones. This the Federal Reserve means to accomplish

by the price and interest rate route. It has pulled down prices -- and

told the market that prices will go still lower. It has thereby raised

interest rates -- and given notice that the rates will go still higher.

First and foremost, this program is dangerous because it takes the grave

risk of upsetting the debt structure of the country; not only the debt

structure of the Government itself, but the private debt structure as well.

This would involve all of the difficulties which have already been discussed.

It would very shortly involve a mass refunding of all Federal Government

securities, nonaiarketable as well as marketable, on the basis of higher rates.

As already noted, refuniings now come to about $50 billion a year. The

Federal Reserve action has already started a chain of events which could well

P|. result in a $250 billion refunding. Ko Federal securities would be exempt,

not even those held by the trust funds, since a large part of these require

an interest rate tied by law to the average interest rate on the public debt.

A mass refunding would drive many Federal security holders out of the

market for good. Others would stay on the side lines for an indefinite period.

The confusion and chacs which this would cause seem unthinkable to us now, after

many years of placid and orderly conditions in the Federal security market
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as a consequence of successful debt management. But complete disruption of

the debt structure, with all that would entail, is not by any means beyond the

reataof possibility. It can happen. The failure of the two important

refundings of the Government since last June, as a result of the Federal

Reserve actions, shows that it might, in fact, happen very swiftly.

The experience of other nations shows us that no one can predict exactly

what final occurrence — possibly small in itself — will start a full-scale

retreat from Government securities when conditions of uncertainty and confusion

have been prolonged for some time. A flight from Government securities — which

would bring with it a flight front the currency of the country — would, of course,

cause a rampant inflation of a type never before experienced in this country.

Why should we take such a risk; why should we even consider actions which

might impair the credit of the Government of the United States? Even if the

expansion of bank credit could be completely stopped by this method, it still does

not seem rational or reasonable to use this weapon, in view of the risks which it

involves. We know that it is possible to maintain the Government bond market at

a level permitting new issues to be offered at no change in interest rateB.

"Support" operations are not needed when investors are fully confident of a stable

market situation. Why, then, should we use a weapon which lowers the price of the

outstanding securities of the Government, seriously unsettles the Government bond

market, and raises doubts which, if not quieted, could impair the Government credit?

The great risks involved are thus the first consideration which must be

weighed in judging the appropriateness of the Federal Reserve policy. But it

is important to note, in the second place, that even if bank credit expansion

were completely restricted, the battle against inflation would not necessarily

have been won in whole or in part. The present inflation is not fed only

by bank credit expansion — by an increasing volume of demand deposits.

During the years 3ince the end of World War II, there have, at times, been

advances in prices when there has been no expansion In bank credit and
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currency holdings; in otiier words, when there has been no exoansion in the

money sunnly of the country. There hrve been other nerio&s vhen the orice

level stood s t i l l or declined, although the money sunnly was ex^pjxdine.

VJhy then should we age changes in the interest rate at a l l to combat

inflation?

The stock answer to this qaestion is that t in times of inflationary

pressures, we must use all of the weapons at our disposal. Such aji answer

cannot be called anything but irresponsible, however, when i t is used to

justify measures vhich have the distinct possibility of doing more harm than

good.

But now let us come to the sossibilities for good. Surprisingly enough,

in vie.: of the vehemence with which the federal .Reserve has clung to i ts

nosition, we find that these possibilities shrink to the vanishing >oint under

the cold li^ht of facts. It has not been uroved that a higher -orice for

credit is c-n effective measure in restraining "bfink loan expansion and in

fighting inflation. The evidence, on the cont.rr.iry, is al l on the other side.

The record of recent months clearly shows that the Federal Reserve

•oolicy, implemented by means of higher interest rates, has had no perceptible

effect on credit expansion. Totr-.l loans of a l l coTuriercial banks exoanried

nearly l?8 billion in the lest six months of 1̂ 50 — an increase of a magnitude

which has never been equalled in this country. We have had other — and more

extreme — examples of attempts to control bank credit ex-vnsion by interest

rate increases in the tiast history of our country. In the 1919-1920 infla-

tionary -period, rates on short-terra Treasury issues were run up sharoly un: i l

they reached nearly 6 percent; and the rate on cnll-money 'ent as high as

30 percent. In 1;P3, r:'tes on short-term 'Treasury isgues were ran u*i to
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above 5 percent; and the call-money rate v.-ent to 20 percent. Yet, bank credit

expansion was not effectively checked until we had the market crashes with

*hich all of us are familiar.

It is oerfectly clear to all of us, vhen ' e ston to think ?boat it,

that higher interest rates in a dynamic leriod such as the ->resent actually

may result in spurring on the b&nks to make more loans?. Higher rates on

Governments mean that private lenders can boost the rates which they charge

their customers. They can make more money. This is the best possible

incentive to making more loans, at a time v/hen there is no lack of borrower?

seeking funcs.

And this has been the situation since last June. Svery businessman

knows that controls are about to become tighter, that many essential materials

for nondefense products are about to dry u>, thst t>lant exoansion may soon be

greatly restricted. A ,1uim in the orice of credit, under these circumstances,

will not deter many borrowers. In ̂ articular, it will not deter those who

need credit the least — the inventory hoarders, the soeculators, the pro-

ducers of soon-to-be-scarce consumer goods. They will try to borrow anyhow —

nd the lenders will get a windfall nrofit.

Whether Federal Reserve oolicy has actually stimulated private borrowing

during the period since Korea,or whether it has merely coincided with e

credit exoansion brought about by other forces, can. never be decisively

determined. But there is one result of Federal Reserve actions which can be

fully demonstrated. That is the effect vfhich these actions have had on the

stability of the Government security market and on confidence in the credit

of fche United States. The Government security market h*s been seriously

unsettled; and the resulting fear has restrained investors from .urch^sing
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or holding on to Government obligations. The actions of the Federal Reserve

ojstem alao have brought about two failures in Treasury refunding operations -•

an occurrence of such great significance that it warrants a full discussion

later in this statement. Finally, the confusion and fear with respect to

the prices and yields of Government securities may even have weakened the

appeal of savings bonds. During the last part of 1950, there was a noticeable

decrease in the sales of the larger denomination savings bonds and an

increase in redemptions of these denominations, which are ordinariJgr bought

by the more "sophisticated" investors.

These are the controlling factors in the opposition of the Treasury to

increases in interest rates on Government securities.

There is, however, another sure effect of the Federal Heserve actions

in raising interest rates which cannot be ignored. That is the increase in

Government expenditures which will be required if the Government is forced

to pay higher interest rates on new issues of Government securities. The

Treasury is often quoted as being only concerned with this one aspect of

increased interest rates. That, of course, is not the case. Nevertheless,

it is the Treasury's responsibility to recosmiend fiscal policy which will

use the taxpayers1 money wisely. There ia never any defense for needless

Increases in taxes. To use the taxpayers1 money to pay for further increases

in the interest coat of the public debt in an ineffectual attempt to control

inflation is clearly unjustifiable.

It is helpful in understanding the effects of the Federal Heserve

actions in raising interest rates on Government securities to review the

specific occurrences in the Government security mar&et since the Invasion of

the Republic of Korea. Let us take up that record now.
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I—diatelj following the outbrsak of hostilities in Korea, tb»

Secretary of the Treasury took the position that our first line of deren3e on

the financial front was e stable and confident situation in the market for

United States Government securities. The considerations which led hla to

this view are evident. From that time forward, our defense no«da were

paramount. They would have to he financed. We should have to live with

our large public debt for a long time. Ve might have to increase It.

Confidence in Federal securities had to be maintained. Stability was now not

only desirable; it waa vital to a successful defense financing program.

On Monday, June 26, Secretary Snyder requested the Fiscal Assistant

decrotary of the Treasury to convey to the Open Market Coonlttee of the

Federal Reserve System the feeling of the Secretary that "everything possible

should be done to aaintain a basically strong position in the Government bond

isarket during the present period of international disturbance."

On July 17, Secretary Snyder wrote at some length to Chairman MeCab6 of

the Board of Governors of the Federal Beservs Jyatea, restating his feeling

that stability in the Government bond market was of paramount importance

because of the disturbed international situation and explaining the reaoons

in some detail. In this letter, he also stated that it was imperative that

every financing operation of the Governicent be carried through tto a successful

conclusion.

On many occasions since then — both publicly and privately, and directly

to Chairaan kcCabe and other officials of the Federal Reserve System —

Secretary Snyder restated his conviction that stability in the Government

security carket ia required.
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Officials of the Federal Reserve Systen have not agreed that the

situation calls for stability in the Government bond market. The System has

ignored, in its actions, the fact that the Secretary of the Treasury, as

chief fiscal officer of the Nation, has grave responsibilities with respect

to the management of the outstanding obligations of the Government of the

United States. The System has made it clear that, in its opinion, it has

complete right to disregard entirely the wishes of the Secretary of the

Treasury and of the President in managing the Government security market.

Although discussions of the differences between the vievpoints of the

Treasury and the Federal Reserve on stability in the Government security

market almost always start with the actions of August 18, the Federal Reserve

right from the beginning of the outbreak of the conflict in Korea — acted

in a manner which unsettled the Government security market. Despite the

requests of the Secretary of the Treasury for a program which would promote

confidence in the Government's financial position, the Open Market Committee

did not stop its program of weakening the market for Government securities

by continuously putting pressure on long-term bonds. In the period from

June 27 through August 18, the System sold $1.1 billion of long bonds in

38 trading days. The market reaction tc this operation was a rising tide of

doubt and questioning as to whether the 2-l/2 percent rate on long-term

issues was going to be continued.

The decision of the Secretary of the Treasury to maintain the 1-1/4 per-

cent rate on the two issues of 13-month Treasury notes offered in exchange

for the $13-l/2 billion of Treasury bonds and certificates of indebtedness

maturing on September 15 and October 1 was no surprise to the Federal Beserve.

This offering — which, in accordance with the laws of the United States,
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h&d ttye approval of the President — was in [accord with the Treasurys view of the best mentod of] line with the Treasury's policy

of maintaining stability in the Government security market.

The terms of the issues announced on August 18 were identical with the

terms of the issues offered in connection with refunding the certificates r'

of indebtedness which had matured on June 1 and on July 1. Furthermore, the

terrn6 of the new issues were in line with the market on the day of thf re-

funding announcement . It is of very sreat importance to not", also, that

the terms of the new issues met the needs of the market at that time. This

the "Treasury is always careful to do, and Indeed must do, if it is to be

fully successful in attracting the largest possible amount of noribenk funds

into Pede-ral securities. Bhen long-term funds are fully committed, pnd

<-hort-term funds are available, it is the short-term n^eds which must be wet.

This was the situation in August. Short-term securities were, accordingly,

offered.

Despite all of these facts and the careful evaluation of the situation

which the new issues reflected, the Federal Reserve, at the opening of trad-

ing on Monday, August ?1, immediately proceeded to run up the rates on short-

term securities -- that in, mark down the prices of these issues — to levels

wholly inconsistent vith the rate on th«? refunding offering of the Treasury.

There has been u great deal of «mpv.ar>is on the fact that the Federal

Reserve had to purchase a large portion of the maturing issues in the

September-October refunding operation in order to prevent the Treasury from

having to pay off almost ths entire maturities in cash. Vhat has never been

made clear is thet this so-called "support'' would not have been required if

the Federal Reserve had not changed the market on the first trfedin? day after
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the financing announcement. It "bears repeating that the refunding issues

were priced in line with the market and met the investment needs of the

market at the time, Aa in previous refundings, a large proportion of the

maturing issues would undoubtedly have been presented for exchange if the

Federal Reserve had not immediately changed the market pattern of yields on

outstanding securities. The Open Market Committee accomplished this by lowering

the prices at which it sold Government securities from its portfolio, thereby

giving purchasers of outstanding issues a higher rate of return than they

would receive on the new issues offered by the Government.

This increased doubts as to the future of the entire rate structure -- and

it started a stampede to the side lines, as far as the holders of the maturing

isauos were concerned. Obviously, most of them did not choose to exchange their

holdings for the new issues. A great many did their own refunding through the

process of selling the maturing issues to the Federal Reserve System and

buying back outstanding issues which were more favorably priced. Most of the

remaining holders either sold their securities to the Federal Reserve and

retained the cash, or turned in the maturing issues to the Treasury for cash.

When it was all over, the figures showed that less than 6 percent of the

refunded issues were exchanged for the new issues by private holders. This

was a measure of the extent to which the Federal Reserve had demolished the

Government securities market and caused a virtually complete failure in an

important refunding operation of the Government. The action taken by the

Federal Reserve with respect to this refunding, it should be emphasised, was

unprecedented in Government financing experience. Moreover, it was undertaken

in connection with a refunding operation of great market significance, amounting

to $13-1/2 billion.

I have noted that the September-October refunding was approved by the

President before its announcement. When it became apparent that the actions
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of the Federal Reserve System were threatening to caiwe a failure in the

refunding operation, President Truman — personally and by letter — requested

Chairman McCabe to see that the actions of the Federal Heserve System were

consistent with maintaining confidence in the credit of the United States

and stability in the Government security market. The President was assured

that this would be done. In the weeks that followed, nevertheless, the

Federal Beserve continued to push up ratea on Government securities.

While the3© events were talcing place, it was necessary for the Treasury

to undertake another refunding offering. The terms of the refunding of

$8 billion of certificates of indebtedness and bonds maturing in December

1950 and January 1951 were announced on November 22. Because of the actions

of the Federal Reserve in the intervening period, an interest rate higher than

the rate in August had to be offered in order to price the new issue in line

with the market. Holders of the December-January maturing issues were,

accordingly, offered 5-year Treasury notes drawing interest at the rate of

1-3A percent per year. The new issue was in accord with the Federal Reserve

recommendation to the Treasury; and Mr. McCabe assured Secretary Snyder of

the full cooperation of the System in the refunding operation.

The announcement was made on November 22. The following day was

Thanksgiving; so that Friday, November 2k, was the first trading day after the

announcement was made. On that day, the Federal Beserve permitted the market

to go off sharply; and further unsettled market psychology by dropping the

price on the Victory Loan 2-l/2*e by 2/32 during the day. This latter action

was of particular significance because this issue is the bellwether of the

long-term bend market. It has a particularly sharp impact, therefore, on

market psychology.
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As a result of the continued uncertainty with respect to the price and

yield outlook created in the minds of Government security owners, the exchange

experience in the December-January refunding operation — while considerably

improved over September-October — was still far from satisfactory. Only

51 percent of the maturing issues were turned in to the Treasury by private

holders for the new issues. Moreover, the cash redemption experience was

only slightly better than in September-October. Cash redemptions amounted

to 14-1/2 percent of the total of the maturing issues; in the previous opera-

tion they had amounted to 17-1/2 percent. This compares with an average on

offerings of this type of a little over 5 percent in recent years.

In addition to unsettling the Government security market by sharp

mark-downs in the prices of outstanding Government issues, the Federal Reserve

System continuously instigated rumors of further increases of rates on

Government securities. This type of thing led to further doubt and confusion

as to where the Federal Reserve System intended to take the Government market.

This "planned confusion," as it was called by one market commentator,

was supposed to make banks hold on to their Government securities and refrain

from expanding loans. What actually happened was entirely different. There

was so much confusion and unsettlement in the market that investors were

restrained by fear from holding on to Government securities. In other words,

conditions requiring "support" operations were worked up by the Federal Reserve.

The Federal Reserve portfolio of Government securities increased by nearly

$2-l/2 billion between June 30 and December 31 — the opposite of the effect

the Federal Reserve actions were intended to have. This was the real meaning

and the real result of the so-called support operations of that period.
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Although there was 3ome pressure on the long end of the Government market,

;he events which have just "been described affected primarily the short- and

medium-term issues of Government securities. However, early in January,

h'r. HcCabe and Mr. Sproul — •'resident of the federal Reserve Bank of

Hew York — outlined to the Secret?ry of the Treasury a program which would

involve a com-'lete reorientation of debt management policy. They proposed

a program of further increases in interest rates, Particularly in the long-

tena area. They ?lso urged higher interest rates on savings bonds.

"secretary Snyder decided, under these circumstances, and in view of the

large financing operations coming uo within a few months, that the tiae had

come to settle for the duration of the emergency the matter of the rate on

long—term Government bonds. Decisions on Federal Government financing were,

of course, the responsibility of the Secretary, assigned to him by law. They

were responsibilities vmich could not be delegated. Accordingly, Secretary

Snyder met with President Truman and with Chairman McCabe to discuss the

entire defense financing orogram. At this time it was agreed that market

stability was essential and th-?t, therefore, the ?-l/? percent rate on long-

terra G-over.!inent bonds would be continued find that refunding and new-money

issues should be financed vithin the pattern of thst rate. This was im-

mediately irior to the soeech which Secretary Snyder made on January IS,

before the New Yor': Board of .trade, announcing this policy.

In the coarse of this soeech, the Secretary outlined in some detail the

considerations which had led to his decision on continuing the 2-1/? percent

rate. The 2-1/2 percent rate, he noted, is s fair and equitable one — to

the Government, which is borrowing the money; to the -purchaser of Government

bonds, who is lending the money; and to the taxpayer, who has to pay the

interest on the nmney borrowed.
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The Secretary pointed out that the 2-1/2 percent rate of interest on

long-term Government securities has become an integral part of the financial

structure of the country. During the past 10 years, it h&s 'become a most

important influencing factor in financial policy throughout the Nation. It

is a foremost consideration in the financial policies of our insurance

companies, our mutual savings banks, our coiamercifil banks, and even in the

fi&aneial decisions made by private business concerns and individuels

throughout the country. It is the single most important factor in the bond

markets — Government, corporate, Find municipal.

As an example of the way in which the 2-1/2 percent rate has been voven

into the financial fabric of the Nation, the Secretary noted that the guaran-

teed interest provisions of nev life insurance policies during the past decade

have been brought into conformity vith that rate. In consequence, about

85 percent of the new life insurance premiums received by insurance companies

at the present time are on policies written at interest rates of 2-l/2 percent,

or less. Mutual savings banks, likewise, have tied their current interest

rate on funds of depositors to the Government rate.

It is important not to miES one other highly significant fact with respect

to the 2-1/2 percent rate. The existence of this rate hes coincided with e.

period of unprecedented growth and prosperity for the financial institutions

of the Nation. There is now $100 billion more lifs insurance in force than

there was a decade ago. The deposits in mutual savings banks are twice as

large as before Vorld War II. Earnings of banks and life insurance companies,

moreover, are more than double those of 10 years ago. Financial institutions

of every kind, in fact, ere enjoying the most profitable period in their

history. It is clear, therefore, that the existence of the 2-1/2 percent
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rate has been in no way stifling to the financial life of the Nation. It

has, on the contrary, provided the necessary fiaa.nc1.sl stability for a proving

economy and at the same tine made possible earnings which are not only fully

adequate, but richly rewarding to the financial institutions of the country.

Despite the weight of evidence bearing on the wisdoa: of 'Secretary Cnyder's

decision to continue the 2-1/2 percent rate ~ and despite Chairasn MeCs.be' s

agreeaent vith the Treasury policy before the Secretary's announcement —

officials of the System launched >:• public attack on the policy iiasiedi&tely

following its announcement. The attack has been carried on with vigor since

that time. Mr. Sproul and Mr. Eccles, in particular, have strongly criticized

the announced program. Moreover, the Federal Reserve has continued since

January 18 to put pressure on the long-texns bond market. On January 29, the

Open Market Cossnittee again reduced its buyLng price on Victory Loan 2«l/2'a.

It vas at this juncture that President Truman asked the Open Market Cotnmittee

to meet with hie, so that he could impress upon the Committee the need for

stability in the Goveraaent bond market and confidence in the credit of the

United States as long as the emergency Iast6; and request that they govern

their actions accordingly. As is veil known, the Federal Reserve subsequently

gave out information to the press indicating that the Open Market Cormaittee

intended to follov its own course end disregard the request of the President.

For e. full understanding of the program which ban been pursued by the

Federal Reserve since last June, it is important to note the source of th?*

Federal Reserve's power — of its ability to act contrary to ths establish**

financial policies of the Oovornaent.

In an act passed during the first session of #he First Congress of the

United States, the Secretary of the Treasury VRS given full responsibility for
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the conduct of the Nation's finances. This responsibility has remained with

him since that time. The instruments which enable the Federal Reserve System

to assume an important part of this responsibility itself and to dictate the

financial policies of the Government have fallen into its hands accidentally.

They are the direct result of the great changes in our economy and in our

financial life brought about by the increase in the public debt — with an

accompanying increase in the Government security holdings of the Federal Reserve

System.

In 1913* when the Federal Reserve System was established, it was given

permission by law to carry on transactions in the financial markets. This

permission was thought of as aa incidental part of its discount functions —

namely, as an incidental outgrowth of credit operations carried on between

the banks and their own members. There was no thought and no possibility at

that time that rnarket operations could influence to any appreciable extent

the financial policies of the Government.

For many years, such market transactions as were carried on by the

System were conducted by informal groups or committees. In the middle Thirties,

however, when the last major revision of the Federal Reserve Act took place,

an agency forcarrying on market transactions was established by law and was

given full statutory authority to conduct all of the open market operations

of the System. This agency was designated the Open Market Committee of the

Federal Reserve oystem. It is made up of the seven Governors of the dystem,

together with five of the presidents of the Reserve Banks. At that time —

as in 1913 — there vaa. no recognition that conditions might develop which would

give this Committee the powers it now has to dominate the financial markets

and to dictate the financial policies of the Government.
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Between 1935 and the present time, the Federal debt has grown from

$33 billion to over $250 billion. The Government security holdings of the

Federal Reserve System have grown from about $2-l/2 billion to over $20 billion.

Because the public debt is widely distributed among institutional,

business, and individual owners throughout the Nation, the Open Market

Committee need use only a small part of its current holdings to establish

any price or interest rate level it chooses for the marketable securities

of the Federal Government. Because of the size of the public debt, this

action in turn has the effect of a depth charge. It sets up repercussions

which are felt throughout the entire economy. But first and foremost, it

leads to conditions which may impair the public credit. It leads to conditions

which may drive the Treasury into the dangerous waters of bank financing —

including Federal Reserve bank financing.

Interest rates alone do not sell bonds. Confidence in the public credit

sells them. Salesmanship sells them — backed up by the belief of our

millions of bondholders that the product they are buying is a good investment

in itself and a sound instrument of public debt management. For the very

good reason that the credit position of the United States Government is higher

than that of any private organization or institution, the Government need

never compete on interest rates with other borrowers. Raising the rates

on Federal Government securities simply pushes up other rates all along the

line. The Government's competitive position — viewed solely from the

standpoint of interest rates — is unchanged by such a policy.
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From every ooint of view, therefore, the program now being followed

by the federal Reserve is seen to be utterly futile for the purr>os6 in.tsnd.ed —

namely, cutting back the volume of beni: credit and stemming the rise in

prices. If at the same time this futile -roeess undermines the credit of

the waited States, forces S'eders.l security owners out of the aiarfcet, and

makes necessary refunding operations of the Government a failure, then surely

it is time to call a halt to theory. It is time to recognize the essential

facts in the vital problem of inflationary control, and act on the basis of

these facts.

These things we must do.

'irst, we must have comprehensive i>rogr;jus fox* allocating scarce materials

and we must take the other necessary ste )S for reducing the incentives to

speculative jro.jects.

Having done this, we oust, second, keep the volume of private borrowing

at a minimum, through measures which act at the cruciil noint of the borrowing

relitionshi-i between the banker and his ctistoa r. Selective credit controls

sich as those already put into effect -- voluntary credit control programs

such as those used effectively by the American BankBBs Association in 19^8 —

are of the greatest import uice. Other measures for reducing the availability

of credit to nonessenti-1 borrowers may be req.iired.

Third, we must kee> the volume of public borrowing at a minimum through

increasing our taxes along with our increased defense needs.

Fourth, we must manage our outstanding mblic debt in such a way as to

keep the inflationary i>otsntial at a minimum. Shis means keening the largest

oossible nror>ortion of the debt in the hands of nonbank investors, .and keeping

he bank holdings of ederal securities at the lowest rioŝ ible figure. Any
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policy which leads to increasing the dependence of the Treasury on the banks

and decreasing the volume of Federal securities in the hands of nonbank

investors is to the highest degree inflationary. It is to the highest

degree dangerous to the ability of our economy to move ahead swiftly and

surely in its great task of protecting and strengthening our defenses against

aggression.
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